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open SpaCe bedroom

To acquire the comfort and intimacy of small spaces, the modern contrasting colors 
Pacific and Mustard are used in the design of the bedroom. The base of the interior is soft, 
warm Thermo Oak wood with a matt texture. 
The feeling of warmth is enhanced by the fabric used in combination with the oak. The 
resulting blend of tones defines the space, marking the boundaries of the intimate area.
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the reverse of the bed is realised as functional volume with contrasting colour combinations. the boxes in 
mustard and pacific colours highlight the rich, warm nature of thermo Oak. the functional wall unit in the 

pacific Blue colour, with its matt texture, matches the bedroom and connects with the rest of the home. the 
textile decor of the nightstand and the wardrobe door is a wonderful metaphor for a space reserved for sleep. 



Decor Combination
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612 Fs22 Thermo oak 726 Fs15 light Gray Textile

241 Fs08 mustard245 Fs08 pacific



funCTional dininG room

It has always been a challenge converting a small space 
into a comfortable one without losing its functionality. 
Practical but stylish dining is just one of the many 
examples. The combination of many functions into one 
can be aided by color matching, with each colour or 
surface given a different application. 
Used as a front element, the stone decor forms 
supporting columns for the kitchen island, which 
divides the small space.
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the little shelf in rose and luna elm plays the role of a comfortable bench accessorised with soft textiles, 
next to the dining table. the use of any free space is not at the expense of beauty, the unusual combination 

of stone, wood and pastel color within the furniture is a witty design touch.



Decor Combination
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611Fs22 luna elm 816 Fs43 dark Grey pompey

726 Fs15 light Gray Textile240 Fs08 rose



Colorplay KiTChen

The play between colors and textures is used to overcome boredom in the kitchen 
interior. The kitchen is one of the most important places in the house. The modern 
kitchen is not only a functional island, but also the centre of the home. The challenge 
to create a connection between the kitchen and the living area is a logical task to unite 
function and aesthetics.
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Warm, light walnut, combined with a picturesque worktop with oxidised metal and bronze metallic designs, 
are used to create the kitchen. the details are depicted in a sparkling bright orange gloss. the result is a 

colorful mosaic of decors and textures, which can easily be used as a transition to the living room.



Decor Combination
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542 Fs22 Winchester Walnut 879 Fs42 modena Grey

300 Fs02 metallic bronzem215 FS70 orange



maSCuline inTerior

We often divide the materials into feminine and masculine. So it 
is inevitable that the owner of the house will leave a part of his or 
her personality when arranging the interior. The interior design of a 
home is like an emotional portrait of the owner. The stern 
colors, combined in depending contrasts with the rough surface of 
the oak, represent a successful person with an adventurous spirit.
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this free-standing kitchen with an oxidised frame is fronted by a rustic, rough-looking oak. the worktops are 
made by a heat-resistant hpl with a concrete reproduction design. the kitchen is supported by the mirror 

gloss-covered wall and the rest of the wall surface is made using laminated boards with a matted surface and 
trend colors – anthracite and marmara Blue 



Decor Combination
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884 Fs42 Concrete 588 Fs22 Canyon oak

m216 FS70 bordeaux m208 FS70 marmara blue 271 Fs08 anthracite



offiCe for liVinG
The modern way of living and communicating allows us to work from home without 
putting our results into question. Nowadays, a workplace is a mandatory functional 
area for any modern home. We can enjoy a relaxed and cosy atmosphere at home as 
well as in our office. There is nothing better than generating your ideas from a calmed 
atmosphere. The office should flow directly into our home using innovative materials 
for such spaces.  
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the fine elm which has been carried throughout the interior is a wonderful background for the workplace. 
the desk is made from a typical kitchen worktop, which contrasts with the blue drawers. the small shelf in 

the same complementary color helps to organise all projects and ideas. again, everything is lined in 
panelling by using laminate boards with super matt texture and graphite color.



Decor Combination
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213 Fs15 Classic blue 271 Fs08 anthracite

882 Fs41 beige Sahara697 Fs22 light rauna elm



103 Fs01; Fs02; Fs31 
front White

105 Fs02; Fs08; Fs22 
Snow White

116 Fs01
Corpus White

200 Fs02; Fs08; Fs22;Fs31 
black

210 Fs15
red

213 Fs15
Classic blue

215 Fs15
orange

216 Fs15
bordeaux

219 Fs15
lime Grass

240 Fs08
rose

241 Fs08
mustard

242 Fs15
yellow

271Fs02; Fs08; Fs22 
anthracite

300 Fs02
metallic bronze

303 Fs02
Silver

304 Fs02
aluminium

307 Fs15
pastel yellow

312 Fs02
metallic Champagne

314 Fs02
light Grey

329 Fs15
yellowish beige

344 Fs15
beige

345 Fs02
Cool Grey

347 Fs02
ivory

348 Fs15
Cream

107 Fs08; Fs15
ice White

244Fs08
petrol blue

245 Fs08
pacific

247 Fs08
Siena

301 Fs08
Cappuccino

NEW NEW NEW

uni



m105 FS70
Snow White

m200 FS70
black

m207 FS70
Chili red

m208 FS70
marmara blue

m215 FS70
orange

m216 FS70
bordeaux

m219 FS70
lime Grass

m223 FS70
macchiato

m230 FS70
lemon Sorbet

m235 FS70
Viola

m271 FS70
anthracite

m318 FS70
Slate Grey

m345 FS70
Cool Grey

m348 FS70
ivory

m508 FS70
dark lyon Walnut

m549 FS70
havana

m608 FS70
dark Sevilla olive

m609 FS70
Ceylon macassar

m724 FS70
pencil line light 

m725 FS70
pencil line dark

mirror GloSS



SeleCT

518 Fs22
dark brown arden pine

504 Fs15
favorit

540 Fs08
light Samoa Teak

577 Fs22
light Sonoma oak

583Fs22
Spanish oak

587 Fs22
Country oak

697 Fs22
light rauna elm

NEW

515 Fs22
light arden pine

582 Fs22
river oak

606 Fs21
rigoletto bronze

611 Fs22
luna elm

726 Fs15
light Gray Textile

727 Fs15
beige Textile

NEW NEW NEW

408 Fs08
modern oak

440 Fs08
Snow ash

516 Fs22
Sand arden pine

542 Fs22 
Winchester Walnut

572 Fs22
Coimbra

610 Fs21
bamboo

NEW

539 Fs22
antique pine

578 Fs22
brown Sonoma oak

584 Fs22
york oak

588 Fs22
Canyon oak

605 Fs22
light arusha Wenge

698 Fs22
dark rauna elm

NEWNEW

535 Fs22
mocha arden pine

538 Fs22
Salzburg pine

541 Fs08
dark Samoa Teak

586 Fs22
Choco Sonoma oak

604 Fs22
dark arusha Wenge

612 Fs22
Thermo oak

NEW NEW



arbeiTSplaTTe

aCryl GloSS

p522 FS90
Sahara

p532 FS90
intensive red

p568 FS90
Verde

p577 FS90
Wine red

p101 FS90
front White

p164 FS90
metallic anthracite

p190 FS90
black

p514 FS90
magnolia

p516 FS90
mauve

879 Fs42
modena Grey

882 Fs41
beige Sahara

884 Fs42
Concrete

577 Fs45
light Sonoma oak 

NEW895 Fs02
desert Sand

NEW894 Fs15
Taurus

NEW 588 Fs45
Canyon oak

NEW
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